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Judith Dulberger’s meticulously edited and annotated
volume, “Mother Donit fore the Best”, makes a significant
contribution to Gilded Age and Progressive Era social
welfare history. By relying on the words of those involved, Dulberger reveals a complex story of “friendship,
intimacy, mutual attachments, and refuge” (p. xi) in correspondence exchanged by caregivers, parents, children
and the Albany Orphan Asylum’s superintendents (Albert and Helen Fuller) during the 1880s and 1890s. She
found this story in the over five hundred case files preserved in the “Parsons Child and Family Center Collection” housed in the Manuscripts and Special Collections
Division of the New York State Library. This book was
conceived over ten years ago while Dulberger engaged in
research on her D.A. dissertation completed at Carnegie
Mellon University. The letters included in this volume offer a rare glimpse into the lives of children, their families,
and caretakers in a late-nineteenth century American orphanage.

ical context, describing the Albany Orphan Asylum’s
contemporary role in child welfare, and outlining background information on the institution’s superintendents:
Albert and Helen Fuller. The book also features seventeen wonderful black and white illustrations, a convincing conclusion, an epilogue, and a useful bibliographic
essay.
By the 1890s, the Albany Asylum ranked fifteenth
in size among New York’s over two hundred statesubsidized private orphanages. It served as the daily
“home” for more than six hundred children and supervised an additional six hundred placed out on indenture.
Although a single institution among many, as Dulberger
intends, “if the correspondence [included in this book]
accomplishes nothing else, it will begin to recast the story
of the asylum in more realistic and human terms” (p. xiii).

Dulberger’s findings agree with other historians who
argue that most nineteenth century “orphans” were not
Dulberger explains that she chose letters from par- true “orphans,” but instead children with a single parent
that could not earn enough money to care for their chilents that “illustrate a variety of life circumstances condren at home.[4] Many families used the Orphan Asylum
fronting poor families of the late nineteenth century–
single parenting, desertion, chronic illness, illegitimacy, as a temporary “boarding” school during times of greatirregularity of work, and marital discord” (p. xii). Let- est need. The institution was not merely a way to septers from foster parents describe the perceived behavior arate poor children from their parents. Instead, the asyproblems of indentured children. The children’s corre- lum provided a way for “keeping families together during
times of economic crisis, sickness, and death” (p. 167).
spondence discusses sibling relationships and emotional
attachments (or lack thereof) to parents and other careIn her thoughtful introduction, Dulberger correctly
givers. All of these voices are ones rarely heard by re- notes that “late nineteenth-century America was a time
searchers interested in the history of child welfare.
of unprecedented material progress. In many respects it
Besides the carefully selected letters, “Mother Donit was quite literally a ’gilded’ age.” But, this accelerated
fore the Best” includes a concise and well-written in- economic shift from an agricultural world to an industroduction placing the correspondence in historiograph- trial one also resulted in “chronic unemployment, overcrowding, hazardous workplaces, rampant disease, and
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untimely death …. [for] a vast underbelly of American society comprised of those dependent on the stillemerging system of wage labor for their sustenance” (p.
1). Poverty was nothing new. But, as Robert Bremner
maintains, there was a popular “rediscovery” of poverty
in the mid-nineteenth century largely because Americans had never before dealt with such large numbers of
poor children whose parents were unable to provide for
them in the changing economic structure.[1]

mination to achieve the societal expectations of good
parenting may well have waned over the years.” Even
though the girls were discharged to their parents in 1887,
the “final piece of correspondence in 1892 makes reference to continued intervention in their lives by Humane
Society agents”(p. 108). In other words, examining the
individual stories makes for a complicated picture. Often
times parental negligence may have been no more than
the result of tragic circumstances. But, other times it was
a combination of many factors, including an intermixing
Consequently, vast stores of intellectual and emo- of personal irresponsibility, alcoholism, and social contional energy were funneled into the debate over how ditions that were never “fixed.”
to “save the children.” As many scholars have shown,
nineteenth-century reformers advocated a wide array of
Perhaps the most significant letters are the few writsocial welfare measures designed to mold the dependent ten by the children themselves. As Dulberger maintains,
to independence.[2] But such efforts do not neatly fit the here again, the story is complex. Many asylum chilsocial control thesis. Dulberger’s work, like that of Linda dren were strongly attached to their siblings and “keepGordon and others, shows that poor parents and their ers.” Other express “sadness, disappointment, and rage”
children also played a role in shaping the new welfare at their circumstance (p. 114). The letters from foster
bureaucracy.[3] Or, as Dulberger puts it, the poor “were parents sometimes discuss the way such children acted
forced to work out their own personal strategies for sur- out on their feelings in socially unacceptable behavior or
vival …. And so they used the system in quite different by running away. But many letters also support recent
ways than perhaps had been intended. For if nineteenth- surveys showing that many who grew up in orphanages
century social welfare was a question of manipulation, were happy with their experiences.[5] Perhaps as Dulit is difficult to ascertain exactly who was manipulating berger concludes, “the pervasiveness of poverty in latewhom” (p. 7).
nineteenth-century America made attainment of middleclass material life an impossibility for many, but certainly
The letters’ poor grammar and awkward spelling ofnot so the attainment of fruitful and satisfying emotional
ten make them difficult to read. Nevertheless, I agree life” (p. 170).
with Dulberger’s decision to leave them as close as possible to the original text. The letters are also often heart
This work is not a monograph, so it should not be
wrenching. Caroline O’Rourke’s May 4, 1884 letter to Al- reviewed as such. Instead it provides primary materibert Fuller is typical of many.
als with thoughtful analysis for anyone interested in the
plight of dependent children, families and social welfare.
Will you please Write how my Children Cora and
Indeed, after reading the documents, my only frustration
Carrie are getting along and Please Send me a Lock of
came in wanting to know more. Sparking further interest
their hair. O how i Wish i Could See them. please to and research is an admirable goal of any work of history.
Write me if they are going to School and if [they] go to
Sunday School. O may the Lord Forgive me for What i
This book is an important tool. The current debate
have done and if i Could have them Back i Would do Bet- over orphanages and foster care is certainly nothing new.
ter and i Would Never give them Up again. me and my Clearly, group institutionalization should not be conHusband are keeping house again and Can you not Let demned in every situation nor should it be celebrated as
us have them and i Will do all i Can to Bring them Up THE answer to current child welfare problems. Unfortugood and take . . . good Care of them. O Mr. Fuller Can nately, as Dulberger notes, the debate over whether “chilyou not let me have them again. do help me if you can. dren should be removed from environments of physical
give them my love and tell them this letter is from their and mental anguish or [kept as] part of a process that preMother . . . (p.107).
serves the sanctity of the home at all costs” has again entered the public arena. “This,” Dulberger maintains, “will
Although such letters might sway readers to see the
be the child welfare issue for the twenty-first century,
parents and their children as victims of middle-class reone that, as in the past, will likely not be debated by the
formers bent on separating poor children from their well- children and families most in need” (p. 174). Perhaps this
meaning parents, Dulberger’s annotation following this book will help to change that pattern.
series of letters notes that Caroline O’Rourke’s “deter2
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